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Be Unstoppable 2018-06-05

showcasing page after page of breathtaking photos and life changing inspiration from champion surfer and christian role model bethany hamilton be unstoppable is a beautiful gift of
encouragement for any young adult to boldly follow your passions live in faith and be unstoppable as well after losing her left arm to a 14 foot tiger shark and returning to the competitive surfing
waters a month later new york times bestselling author and champion surfer bethany hamilton is the heroine in one of the biggest comeback stories of our era in be unstoppable bethany shares
how faith love and passion have been the fuel to push her beyond all expectations alongside her insights are spectacular full color photos of bethany the world class surfer in action capturing both
her mastery of her sport as well as the beauty and raw power of the ocean whether in school sports faith or friendships the tenacity courage and wisdom that pops from these pages will help you
find the unstoppable in your own life be bold be inspired be unstoppable be unstoppable features the inspirational words of sought after public speaker champion surfer and spiritual icon bethany
hamilton includes more than 60 breathtaking photos from the making of her new documentary bethany hamilton unstoppable captures bethany s sense of wonder and adventure throughout
every page is a full color giftable photo book with a decorated cover

Soul Surfer 2012-12-25

they say bethany hamilton has saltwater in her veins how else could one explain the tremendous passion that drives her to surf how else could one explain that nothing not even the loss of her
arm in a horrific shark attack could come between her and the waves that halloween morning in kauai hawaii bethany responded to the shark s stealth with a calmness beyond belief pushing
pain and panic aside she immediately thought get to the beach rushed to the hospital where her father ted hamilton was about to undergo knee surgery bethany found herself taking his spot in
the operating theatre when the first thing bethany wanted to know after surgery was when can i surf again it became clear that her unfaltering spirit and determination were part of a greater
story a tale of courage and faith that this modest and soft spoken girl would come to share with the world

Burned 2009-08-30

it took real faith and courage to get bethany back on a surfboard after losing her arm to a shark in this new four book fiction series based on the life of surfer star bethany hamilton bethany and her
friends discover god s love and guidance as they tackle the waves that life hands them also available soul surfer bible ask bethany and rise above in clash it s a challenge to their tight knit group
when a new girl with a secret crowds bethany and her friends important heart issues lead to difficult decisions in burned bethany has a run in with an unpleasant kid on a surf trip to samoa and
discovers something in the samoan culture that brings healing and forgiveness in storm bethany helps a young family lost on the kalalun trail as bethany s youth group struggles to raise funds for
a mission trip her small act of kindness blesses them all in crunch bethany meets a little girl at an orphanage in mexico who must have her arm removed concerned by her condition bethany
makes a promise to the child that threatens bethany s opportunity to surf in a prestigious contest

She Persisted: Bethany Hamilton 2023-07-04

inspired by the 1 new york times bestseller she persisted by chelsea clinton and alexandra boiger a chapter book series about women who spoke up and rose up against the odds including bethany
hamilton bethany hamilton learned to surf when she was three years old and she joined and won many surfing competitions as a child when she was thirteen while she was surfing one morning
a shark suddenly attacked her and bit off her left arm through hard work courage and faith bethany persisted and went on to reach her dream of becoming a professional surfer along the way she
used her experience to provide inspiration and comfort to surfers and non surfers alike in this chapter book biography by award winning author maryann cocca leffler readers learn about the
amazing life of bethany hamilton and how she persisted complete with an introduction from chelsea clinton black and white illustrations throughout and a list of ways that readers can follow in
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bethany hamilton s footsteps and make a difference a perfect choice for kids who love learning and teachers who want to bring inspiring women into their curriculum and don t miss out on the
rest of the books in the she persisted series featuring so many more women who persisted including harriet tubman marian anderson oprah winfrey ruby bridges and more

Clash 2009-08-30

it took real faith and courage to get bethany back on a surfboard after losing her arm to a shark in this new four book fiction series based on the life of surfer star bethany hamilton bethany and her
friends discover god s love and guidance as they tackle the waves that life hands them also available soul surfer bible ask bethany and rise above in clash it s a challenge to their tight knit group
when a new girl with a secret crowds bethany and her friends important heart issues lead to difficult decisions in burned bethany has a run in with an unpleasant kid on a surf trip to samoa and
discovers something in the samoan culture that brings healing and forgiveness added a return in storm bethany helps a young family lost on the hanakapiai trail as bethany s youth group
struggles to raise funds for a mission trip her small act of kindness blesses them all in crunch bethany meets a little boy at an orphanage in mexico who must have his foot removed concerned by
his condition bethany makes a promise to the child that threatens her opportunity to surf in a prestigious contest

Shark Attack!: Bethany Hamilton's Story 2021-08-01

after she lost her arm in a shark attack many were unsure whether bethany hamilton would ever surf again but she set their fears to rest when she got back on her board only a few weeks later
through detailed illustrations and engaging dialogue this inspiring graphic nonfiction title tells the true story of the attack from the shark s first contact to bethany s return to the water actual
quotes let bethany tell the story in her own words while a map and timeline add context to the incident

Ask Bethany, Updated Edition 2016-05-03

from bethany hamilton s fan letters come these honest sometimes gut wrenching questions some questions you may have asked about yourself at some time bethany s sincere answers reflect her
faith and with some of her favorite scripture versus her answers will inspire you let you into bethany s heart and possibly help you with some of your own life questions this updated edition
includes some new questions and answers and lets readers see how she has grown and changed and where she is today

Body and Soul 2014-05-06

bethany hamilton has become a fitness expert by virtue of being a professional athlete who has excelled and she s done it while overcoming incredible challenges whether you know bethany or
not whether you surf or not everyone has challenges and in surfer style bethany shares some of her core experiences with body mind and spirit sharing her expertise as an athlete new you helps
young girls develop a healthy lifestyle understand their changing bodies gain confidence and establish a pattern of healthy living starting at a young age this book includes workouts specially
developed for young girls by bethany s personal trainer recipes and information on healthy eating based on bethany s food pyramid which follows the mediterranean diet and advice on
deepening your spiritual health for a total body wellness book perfect for growing girls this isn t a book about bethany this is a book about wellness becoming your best you through physical and
spiritual balance because spiritual health is just as important as physical health
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Raising a Soul Surfer 2013-07-25

cheri hamilton bethany s mom tells the inspiring story of the hamilton family bethany hamilton s incredible story of surviving and thriving in the wake of a shark attack told in her best selling
autobiography soul surfer has sold more than 1 5 million copies yet her family s adventures started long before bethany lost her arm and became a pro surfer now cheri hamilton bethany s mom
tells the inspiring story of the hamilton family raising a soul surfer invites readers to journey with the hamiltons to the lush islands of hawaii to experience a worldwide news event bethany s
shark attack from her parents point of view witness the many small steps of faith and how god stepped in and gave them a higher purpose

Crunch 2009-12-15

hamilton bethany and her friends discover god s love and guidance as they tackle the waves that life hands them also available soul surfertm bible ask bethany and rise above in clash it s a
challenge to their tight knit group when a new girl with a secret crowds bethany and her friends important heart issues lead to difficult decisions in burned bethany has a run in with an
unpleasant kid on a surf trip to samoa and discovers something in the samoan culture that brings healing and forgiveness in storm bethany helps a young family lost on the hanakapiai trail as
bethany s youth group struggles to raise funds for a mission trip her small act of kindness blesses them all in crunch bethany meets a little boy at an orphanage in mexico who must have his arm
removed concerned by his condition bethany makes a promise to the child that threatens her opportunity to surf in a prestigious contest

Ask Bethany 2011-03-08

in her chatty and breezy style typical of any online conversation bethany hamilton shares information on a wide variety of topics about her life and faith

Unstoppable Me 2018-06-05

unstoppable me written by new york times bestselling author and champion surfer bethany hamilton with husband adam dirks tells the story of makana the lion who loves to surf but loses her
nerve when she wipes out when her friend encourages her to go back out again makana summons up the courage and discovers the success that comes from believing in yourself and never
giving up as seen in the feature film bethany hamilton unstoppable this playful book will have little ones cheering for makana and inspire them to stay strong and keep trying no matter what
challenges might come their way

Bethany Hamilton (She Dared) 2019-01-01

meet bethany get inspired growing up in hawaii bethany hamilton loved to surf but one day she was in her favorite place out on the waves when a tiger shark suddenly attacked thirteen year
old bethany lost her left arm as she fought to recover bethany wondered would she ever surf again follow bethany as she got back on her board and fearlessly chased her surfing dreams with the
strength of her family and faith behind her bethany knew she could become not only a professional athlete but a champion and a role model this highly accessible and narrative biography
includes full color photos and educational info
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Soul Surfer Devotions 2011-04-10

she s blonde brave and totally determined she s a gutsy professional surfer who has inspired millions and her biggest audience is teenage girls in this devotional bethany speaks straight to her soul
sisters about letting god lead in the epic ride of life in this devotional bethany shares stories of women to admire prayers to focus on and wipeouts to avoid girls will hear thoughts on friends
family faith gossip and peer pressure bethany covers it all this book will release in time for the scheduled spring 2011 launch of bethany s movie soul surfer starring annasophia robb helen hunt
dennis quaid and carrie underwood this re release is updated with new content a where is she now page and journaling spots

Shark Attack! 2007

describes how 13 year old surfer bethany hamily survived an attack by a tiger shark that took her left arm

Storm 2011-03-15

it took real faith and courage to get bethany back on a surfboard after losing her arm to a shark in this new four book fiction series based on the life of surfer star bethany hamilton bethany and her
friends discover god s love and guidance as they tackle the waves that life hands them also available soul surfer bible ask bethany and rise above in clash it s a challenge to their tight knit group
when a new girl with a secret crowds bethany and her friends important heart issues lead to difficult decisions in burned bethany has a run in with an unpleasant kid on a surf trip to samoa and
discovers something in the samoan culture that brings healing and forgiveness in storm bethany helps a young family lost on the hanakapiai trail as bethany s youth group struggles to raise funds
for a mission trip her small act of kindness blesses them all in crunch bethany meets a little boy at an orphanage in mexico who must have his foot removed concerned by his condition bethany
makes a promise to the child that threatens her opportunity to surf in a prestigious contest

Rise Above 2016-05-03

in rise above a book of devotions teen surfing star bethany hamilton shares with young girls her courage and enthusiasm for god inspiring them to face life head on and stand strong in their faith

Bethany Hamilton 2019

shares details on the life of the young woman who lost her arm in a shark attack but continued to pursue her dream of surfing

Body and Soul 2014

as a professional surfer who has overcome incredible challenges bethany hamilton shares her expertise as an athlete and a christian showing girls ages 11 14 how spiritual health is just as important
as physical health with workouts recipes and advice for living a balanced life bethany will help young girls become their best selves ever
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Surfing Past Fear 2022-10-04

when olivia the otter believes her broken arm means the end of summer surfing olivia s friends help her face her fears and get back out on the waves includes brave challenge activities for
families

Bethany Hamilton 2007-01-01

biography of surfer bethany hamilton who survived a shark attack

Surviving a Shark Attack 2019-01-01

surfer bethany hamilton paddled out into the ocean for a early morning session with friends suddenly she was attacked by a tiger shark and badly wounded learn how bethany managed to
survive losing her arm in this riveting true story

Bethany Hamilton 2016

through narrative nonfiction tells the story of bethany hamilton a young woman who survived a shark attack and continued her dream to surf

Clash 2014-06-13

one year after losing an arm in a shark attack fourteen year old bethany hamilton is still a champion surfer and serves as an inspiration to others but her faith is tested when an unpleasant new
girl seeks her friendship

Bethany Hamilton: Riding the Waves 2014-12-01

on a surfing vacation with her family in samoa fourteen year old bethany hamilton has a run in with an arrogant angry young man and discovers a samoan tradition that brings healing and
forgiveness

Burned 2014-06-13

surfer bethany hamilton answers common fan questions and explains how her faith has guided her throughout her career and life

Ask Bethany 2014-05-06

on a church sponsored trip to mexico to build homes for the poor surfer bethany hamilton meets a five year old boy whose foot needs to be amputated and she vows to help him no matter what it
costs her
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Crunch 2014-06-13

while trying to raise money for a church mission surfer bethany hamilton and her friend holly rely on god to give them the strength to help rescue two stranded hikers and find that their good
deed is amply rewarded

Up and Down 2014-06-13

im jahr 2003 verlor die damals 13 jährige profisurferin bethany hamilton durch die attacke eines über 4 meter großen tigerhais ihren linken arm doch sie gab nicht auf mit mut einem starken
willen und ihrem unerschütterlichen glauben an gott gelang ihr ein außergewöhnliches comeback bereits zwei jahre später surfte sie trotz ihrer behinderung wieder in der weltspitze und
wurde 2007 us amerikanische surfmeisterin seitdem ist viel passiert bethanys leben wurde mit hochkarätigen stars wie helen hunt und dennis quaid fürs kino verfilmt doch dass sie nicht nur
hinter die kulissen eines hollywoodfilmdrehs blicken konnte sondern auch als gefragter gast in talkshows gemeinden und für hilfsorganisationen wie world vision um die welt reist beschreibt sie
in dieser erweiterten neuausgabe ihres bestsellers soul surfer meine geschichte

Storm 2012-12-05

these true stories of courage in sports will inspire and amaze young readers jackie robinson showed great courage in the face of racism when he broke professional baseball s color barrier in 1946
other courageous athletes highlighted in this book include surfer bethany hamilton who lost her left arm in a 2003 shark attack but just a few weeks later she was back in the waves sports fans
and readers will love these dramatic tales the count on me sports series is a collection of dramatic tales of character in action bringing together exciting sports history real life examples of sports and
character building and lively storytelling each book features twenty true stories of athletic challenge triumph and sometimes heartbreak all the books explore a wide variety of sports with
historical and contemporary episodes featuring male and female athletes from around the world

Soul Surfer 2014

un ataque de tiburón no va a la par con el plan y la providencia de dios cuando la surfista de 13 años de edad bethany hamilton perdió su brazo en un ataque de tiburón la atención de los medios
noticiosos cambió su tranquila vida para siempre muchos se preguntaban cómo esta joven que estaba escalando la cima en el surfing iba a encontrar la fortaleza interna para alcanzar sus metas iba a
poder adaptar su estilo de surfear para competir cheri la mamá de bethany comparte ahora la historia de su familia para mostrar cómo las semillas del eventual triunfo de bethany habían sido
plantadas décadas antes de su nacimiento cheri y su esposo tom se conocieron de jóvenes mientras compartían el amor por el surfing y buscaban el significado de la vida en las olas crié a una surfista
de corazón narra su impredecible viaje en el que se encuentran uno al otro y a jesús además muestra la mano de dios en su vida cuando se casaron y comenzaron una familia antes de que bethany
perdiera su brazo y casi la vida dios estaba preparando los corazones y las mentes de toda la familia para confiar en el cuando más importaba

Incredible Stories of Courage in Sports 2011-12-13

mavericks and more a celebration of feminine beauty athleticism wisdom and skill when the surf is bombing women who surf profiles some of the world s most inspiring female surfers ranging
from bethany hamilton to wrenna delgado each surfer tells her story highlighting her personal challenges accomplishments and philosophy as well as inspiring readers and providing them with
practical how to suggestions on maximizing not only their own potential in surfing but in life as they lead the charge and push their limits at infamous big wave spots like teahupoo in tahiti
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waimea bay and peahi jaws in the hawaiian islands the profiles by accomplished author and editor ben marcus are complemented by stunning color photography by leading adventure
photojournalist lucia griggi featured surfers 1 rochelle ballard 2 wrenna delgado 3 bethany hamilton 4 maya gabeira 5 keala kennelly 6 andrea moller 7 leah dawson 8 mercedes maidana 9 easkey
britton 10 alana blanchard 11 bianca valenti 12 paige alms 13 alison teal 14 sally fitzgibbons 15 rosy hodge 16 janet macpherson 17 pauline ado

Crié a una Surfista de Corazón 2017-05-15

surfing is spiritual ask most wave riders and they ll describe some sense of deeper connection with the water the waves or the power around them surfing to them is a spiritual experience in a
subculture that s traditionally known for its rebellion here you ll find a deep undercurrent of faith amongst these top wave riders who share an understanding that the creator of the waves also
desires to know and relate with them in these pages you ll meet top surfers such as c j hobgood who rose to the top of the surf world but found it ultimately dissatisfying bethany hamilton a
courageous teen who survived a shark attack and returned to the sport surf legend tom curren a middle aged father of four whose comeback of sorts is the talk of the surf world and al merrick a
remarkable surfboard shaper who crafts the vehicles ridden by surf stars discover what makes these celebrities and others believe that surfing is meaningless without a deep satisfying faith in
something more

Women Who Surf 2006-09-05

presents situations of horror between nature and man and describes how to protect yourself and others in these situations

Walking on Water 2007-01-01

this title tells the story of the 13 year old surfer girl who lost her arm in a shark attack but never lost her will to succeed and her triumphant return to competitive surfing

Nature on the Rampage 2006

a companion to the soul surfer books this niv surfer style bible helps girls ages 8 12 apply hamilton s messages of courage hope and faith the volume includes tip in devotions and surfing tips
diagrams and lingo

Soul Surfer 2007

trouble is brewing between the divas just before their big upcoming dance fusion competition liberty is stepping on rochelle s toes figuratively and literally anya and bria can t agree on costumes
for their duet and scarlett and gracie are bickering over what to name their new kitten scarlett wants baryshnikov but gracie likes mustard miss toni is mad mad mad but she has an idea to fix the
problem a camping retreat where these girls will have to learn the true meaning of teamwork or be left out in the dark

Niv Surfer Girl Bible 2014-09-09

unstoppable kids famous athletes is a collection of five inspirational true stories about some of the world s most famous athletes michael jordan bethany hamilton jackie robinson wilma rudolph and
junko tabei the sports they played were different and the obstacles they faced were unique but one thing they all had in common was an extraordinary will to succeed this fully illustrated
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picture book details the lives of five unstoppable kids pursuing dreams so big they were considered impossible this book is the first in the unstoppable kids series created by author illustrator
anthony curcio the boy who never gave up and the boy who became king the series was in collaboration with author illustrator madison smith who has contributed on several of curcio s best
selling titles each story is 6 8 pages in length 60 100 words per page illustration with each book ranging from 35 52 pages in length chapters begin with character illustration of athlete real life
photo and an inspiring motivating quote hardcover and library binding versions are expected march of 2022 shortly ahead of the release of the second title in the series this book and the series as a
whole are created with the classroom in mind every inch on every page of this book and those that will follow are packed with visuals and will act as that bridge from marvel comics to chapter
books

Dance Divas: Step It Up 2021-12-02

Unstoppable Kids: Famous Athletes
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